xxvi the World: Extended Edition'. I have developed a number of relevant points further in various articles, usually cited in the text with just an article title. All of these articles are also available online.
Readers without a background in philosophy will probably nd this book hard going, but some relatively accessible material includes the introduction and chapter , the material on the Cosmoscope in chapter , the rst half of chapter , and intermittent sections of chapters and . A glossary at the end of the book provides a guide both to expressions and theses that I have introduced and to some commonly used philosophical expressions that I deploy.
Issues in many areas of philosophy are discussed in this book. Here I have indicated where to nd material especially relevant to certain areas. In what follows ' ' stands for chapter , ' . ' stands for section of chapter , ' . -' stands for sections and of chapter , 'E ' stands for the rst excursus, and so on. Some of these abbreviation formats (' . ', 'E ') are also used for cross-referencing throughout the book.
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